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ABSTRACT
More and more detailed, complex and new data about the patient’s
health status as well as about medical knowledge become available.
The synopsis of this heterogeneous, patient-customized information
is crucial for physicians to make the correct diagnosis. The problem
however is that these heterogeneous data are not semantically integrated. As a result most of the available data and knowledge is often
not used in their full strength in clinical decisions. Semantic integration
requires annotation of clinical data with concepts or codes from established domain ontologies covering medical and clinical knowledge
such as the Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA), SNOMED CT or
the International Classification of Diseases (ICD). Further, an ontologically well founded information model structuring the references
to these ontologies is needed. Today’s models of clinical information like the HL7 Reference Information Model however lack a well
defined ontological foundation. The resulting ambiguities make it difficult to map clinical data to their schema and to reuse clinical data
stored in them. In this paper we present initial work on a Model for
Clinical Information (MCI) based on the Ontology of General Medical
Science (OGMS) and other OBO ontologies. MCI focuses on metainformation and high-level concepts with the aim to provide a basis for
data integration and knowledge exploration.

1

INTRODUCTION

More detailed, complex and new data about the patient’s health status as well as about medical knowledge become available. Only
this increase of available data makes individual treatments possible. The problem however is that these data are not semantically
integrated. As a result most of the available data are simply not
used in their full strength in clinical decisions. What we need is an
integrated and standardized representation of clinical patient data
reflecting the health status since this is the basis for various clinical applications like outcome analysis or other decision support
systems. A standardized representation requires the use of established ontologies, vocabularies or coding systems like, e.g., the ICD1 ,
Logical Observation Identifier Names and Codes (LOINC)2 or
SNOMED CT3 . In addition an information model is needed where
the coded data (data with references to standardized vocabularies) is
stored and structured. We identified the following requirements for
a model attempting to represent clinical information using existing
ontologies:
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be

addressed:

• Integration: data from various sources and of different format
are integrated and linked
• Standards: data are expressed using established coding
systems and terminologies
• Interpretation: the semantics of clinical data is consistently
defined
• Coverage: it is possible to represent all clinical data using the
model in combination with other ontologies and all clinically
relevant high-level concepts are defined
Starting from these requirements we propose a Model for Clinical Information (MCI) based on the Ontology of General Medical
Science (OGMS)4 . MCI has the purpose to integrate and structure clinical data in providing concepts covering meta-information
and interpretations of clinical patient data. So all basic concepts,
which are needed to describe clinical information objects on the
meta-level like diagnosis, findings, reports, health care provider,
procedures, IDs etc. are contained in MCI. Patient data are then
represented using MCI in combination with large domain ontologies and coding systems. Since high-level concepts are contained
in MCI, it provides a good basis for data integration and knowledge exploration like, e.g., outcome analysis or decision support
systems. MCI structures clinical data: for instance, MCI contains
a concept like ’obo:diagnosis’5 and sub-concepts ‘mci:main diagnosis’ and ‘mci:secondary diagnosis’, however no class for any
particular disease or any ICD code. These codes are referenced.
Analogously MCI contains the class ‘mci:examination modality’
and a subclass ‘mci:patient position’ but no classes for specific
positions like ‘standing position’ or ‘sitting position’ since these
concepts are defined in existing ontologies. For instance, the Radiological Lexicon (RadLex)6 contains 47 subclasses of ‘radlex:patient
position’.
One could argue that all concepts defined by us are already available in existing ontologies like, e.g., SNOMED CT. Why another
model? For us, the separation of meta-information and high-level
concepts from domain knowledge seems to be a good approach (see
also related work in section 4). This gives us stable core concepts
while we are free to reference different ontologies depending on the
data and use case.
In this paper we present initial work on MCI. Focused on structured data, such as information about diagnosis, laboratory values
or different procedures, we address the above mentioned requirements. The integration of unstructured data will be addressed in
future work.
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THE MODEL

MCI provides the basis for data integration and knowledge exploration, i.e. the structural concepts for the representation of clinical
data. This is at first place meta-information about the patient characteristics like diagnoses and findings (e.g. target lesions that were
determined for a cancer patient) as well as provided examinations,
procedures and therapies. Using MCI it should be possible to infer
the changes of diagnoses and findings over time. These changes
might then be analysed in the context of provided examinations
and procedures e.g. in order to measure their effectiveness. This
becomes possible since MCI integrates various types of information. The development is based on a dataset provided by our clinical
partners covering six melanoma patients. Melanoma patients were
selected since they create data in different clinical domains (diagnosis, lab values, pathology and radiology reports ...). For these
patients we have information about demographics, diagnoses (ICD10 codes), lab values (LOINC codes), procedures (OPS codes7 ),
drug administration (ATC codes - Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification System) as well as reports from radiology and
pathology departments (partially structured free text). In the following we describe MCI in detail: the imported ontologies, the added
concepts (classes and properties) and the link to terminologies.

2.1

like ‘obo:document’, ‘obo:report’, ‘obo:figure’ with subclasses as
well as object properties are not imported by OGMS. We decided to
import almost the entire IAO ontology. The OBO Relations Ontology (RO) is indirectly imported through the import of IAO. We also
imported the object properties under ‘cntro:temporalRelation’ from
the Clinical Narrative Temporal Relation Ontology (CNTRO)11 in
order to structure clinical events.

2.2

Added Concepts

Even though the most basic terms are defined in OGMS, the representation of clinical data needs more detailed concepts. On the one
hand we need to add classes and on the other hand properties for
relating instance data. So far we have added about 39 classes, 11
object properties and 10 data properties. Together with the imported
concepts MCI contains 310 classes, 73 object properties and 15 data
properties. Additions will be made when data from other clinical
departments are available.
2.2.1 Added Classes OGMS contains the concept ‘diagnosis’
but we additionally need sub-concepts ‘main diagnosis’ and ‘secondary diagnosis’ since this distinction is often made in clinical
practice. Further we added subclasses of ‘clinical finding’ as shown
in figure 2. Important for the evaluation of finding data is the

Imports

As described above MCI is based on established upper- and midlevel ontologies, defining the basic ontological and clinical concepts
(see figure 1). The main import is the Ontology for General Medical

Fig. 1. MCI imports: ogms (Ontology of General Medical Science), omrse
(Ontology of Medically Related Social Entities), iao-main (Information
Artifact Ontology), CNTRO (Clinical Narrative Temporal Relation
Ontology), 1.1 (Basic Formal Ontology), ro (OBO Relations Ontology).
Fig. 2. Added subclasses under ‘obo:clinical finding’ (in bold).

Science (OGMS) which itself is based on the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO 1.1)8 . While the BFO is completely domain independent,
OGMS defines basic clinical concepts like diagnosis, clinical finding, pathological anatomical structure, sign, symptom and others
(Scheuermann et al., 2009). Further, MCI imports the Ontology of
Medically Related Social Entities (OMRSE)9 . OMSRE is meant
to be related with OGMS and defines concepts for various clinical roles like, e.g., ‘obo:patient role’ or ‘obo:health care provider
role’. OGMS contains some concepts from the Information Artifact Ontology (IAO)10 like ‘obo:information content entity’ and
‘obo:data item’ subclassed by OGMS with e.g. ‘obo:clinical finding’ and ‘obo:diagnosis’. Interestingly, other concepts from IAO
7
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distinction between ‘normal findings’ and ‘abnormal findings’. For
instance, lab values are tagged as being ‘low’, ‘normal’ or ‘high’ for
some given patient. Similarly, a lymph node presenting certain characteristics, such as a short axis diameter larger than 1 cm (or 1.5 cm,
depending on its location) is categorized by radiologists as ‘abnormal’ while lymph nodes not showing these changes are classified
as ‘normal’. An abnormal anatomical structure might be pathological or non-pathological: under ‘snap:material entity’ we defined
‘mci:anatomical structure’ with subclasses ‘mci:non-pathological
anatomical structure’ and ‘obo:pathological anatomical structure’.
Important for evaluation of the health status is the detection of changes of findings throughout the body. As an example lymph nodes
might be progressive or regressive in size, body temperature might
increase or decrease and the synopsis of this information can be
crucial for the physician to make the correct diagnosis. Further,
11
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we group findings that can be measured such as laboratory values,
size findings and body weight findings. Additionally, we defined
‘mci:examination modality’ (under ‘obo:data item’) with subclasses
‘mci:imaging modality’ and ‘mci:patient position’.
2.2.2 Added Object Properties The import of RO, IAO and
CNTRO brings us 62 object properties - we added some more for
the relation between instance data (see figure 3). For instance, we
Fig. 5. Added data properties.

Fig. 3. Added object properties.

have the ‘mci:has provider’ property which relates some ‘obo:data
item’ or ‘obo:health care process’ with a health care provider (or
more precisely an entity which ‘obo:is bearer of’ some ‘obo:health
care provider role’ as shown in figure 4). The direct relation of the
patient to the respective diagnosis is implicitly given through the
named graph mechanism (described below). The ‘mci:documented

2.2.4 Link to Terminologies The representation of heterogeneous clinical data using terminologies might be realized through
links from instance data (individuals) to terminologies (mainly classes). These links can be established either using the rdf:type or an
annotation property. If we have a class in the terminology exactly
matching our need such as the relation to ICD codes, then rdf:type is
a good solution for the link and reasoning mechanisms can be easily
applied. If a statement is more complex and there is no single corresponding concept in the terminology, we need to post-coordinate
concepts from the terminology, e.g. for further location specifications (right, dorsal ...). For this purpose we defined annotation
properties like, e.g., ‘mci:has qualifier’. Here it would not make
sense to use the rdf:type property. The current version of MCI has
links to ICD-10, OPS13 , ATC14 , LOINC, the FMA and RadLex.

Fig. 4. The patient’s main diagnosis related to a health care provider.

in’ is used to link information to the source, where it was extracted
from (e.g. a finding might be documented in a report or an image).
The ‘mci:size description’ properties are used for the description of
size findings such as lymph node enlargements. Typical statements
like ‘all lymph nodes in thorax under 1 cm’, or ‘axillary lymph node
1.4 cm’ can be represented using these relations (see figure 6).
2.2.3 Added Data Properties Data properties are used for temporal information and finding descriptions. Even though we imported some of the object properties from CNTRO for the temporal
structuring of events (see section 2.1), we do not import the CNTRO
object properties for start and end dates since we found it more
convenient to define them as data properties. On the one hand
we cannot use the standard inference mechanisms of CNTRO for
event sequencing as described in (Tao et al., 2012), but on the
other hand it is a lot easier to write SPARQL queries with restrictions or computations on date values. The inference of relations
like ‘cntro:before’ or ‘cntro:during’ based on these data properties
is done with by SPARQL UPDATE queries. Relations to identifiers are defined as subclasses of ‘skos:notation’12 . All added data
properties are illustrated in figure 5.

Fig. 6. Representation of a size finding and examination modalities
(RID10453 = ‘standing position’, RID1463 = ‘lymph node of thorax’).

2.3

Data Sets and Named Graphs

For clarity and better query performance we separate the triples
using different datasets for MCI, the instance data and the referenced ontologies. Additionally, the separation allows us to have
different reasoning levels for the different datasets. MCI is held with
OWL-reasoning while the patient data and the referenced ontologies without any reasoning. Further, we use named graphs in order
to group patient data triples for the context of clinical encounters.
The separation of triples belonging to different clinical encounters is necessary since e.g. some clinical department might realize
different roles within the context of different encounters (e.g. admission/discharge role). Similarly, the ‘mci:age at admission’ makes
sense only within the context of some clinical encounter.
13

We transformed the the OPS hierarchy from in XML to RDF using XSLT.
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Therapeutic Chemical Classification System from Excel to RDF.
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EVALUATION

As an initial step we transformed the provided data of six melanoma
patients from an i2b2 database into MCI and stored the RDF triples in a Jena Fuseki triple store. All structured and coded data, i.e.
demographics, diagnosis (ICD-10), procedures (OPS), administered
drugs (ATC), laboratory values (LOINC), health care providers were
successfully imported. MCI integrates structured data and defines
their semantics through the ontological basis (OGMS). Standardized established vocabularies are used to represent the data. Using
federated SPARQL queries it is possible to combine data of MCI
with knowledge contained in other ontologies. Data can be retrieved
on different granularity: e.g. one can get the number of abnormal
findings within some time interval or one could retrieve newly appeared high value findings. With respect to coverage we restricted this
initial work to structured data – the representation of unstructured
data is future work. Clearly we need a more thorough evaluation
based on a larger set of patients with different diagnoses, to test
performance and coverage of MCI.

4

RELATED WORK

MCI is based on the OGMS ontology, which is based on the
BFO1.1. There are other ontologies besides OGMS, extending the
BFO with clinical terms like, e.g. the Computer-based Patient
Record (CPR)15 or the Translational Medicine Ontology (TMO)
(Luciano et al., 2011). Even though CPR defines a lot of important
core concepts of the clinical domain (which inspired the creation of
MCI), it was easier for us to base MCI on OGMS due to its clarity
and illustrative descriptions of concepts (Scheuermann et al., 2009).
TMO is more focused on studies and the representation of molecular and genomic data and lacks classes for a detailed representation
of clinical findings other than measurements. Due to the available
patient data we had, TMO was somehow not the right ontology to
start with. As we extend our model to molecular and genomic data
an alignment to TMO seems to be appropriate.
Other OGMS-based ontologies like, e.g., the Oral Health and
Disease Ontology (OHD) or the Ontology for Newborn Screening,
Follow-up and Translational Research (ONSTR) are very domain
specific, containing e.g. findings like ‘onstr:positive newborn dried
blood spot screening test finding’ MCI would only reference.
There are other approaches realizing the representation of clinical
patient data through a combination of some standardized information model with terminologies. The mostly used information models
are the HL7 Reference Information Model (RIM)16 and the OpenEHR Entry Model17 (Beale and Heard, 2007). In (Markwell et al.,
2008) the combination of HL7 and OpenEHR with SNOMED CT
are compared. In (Schulz et al., 2010) and (Karlsson et al., 2011)
the relationship of information models and ontologies is analyzed.
In (Rector et al., 2006) a methodology for the binding of information models with ontologies is presented and demonstrated for the
binding of HL7 RIM with SNOMED CT. Since the HL7 RIM lacks
ontological consistency (Smith et al., 2013) one can see our work as
an attempt to create an information model on the basis of well defined established upper-level ontologies and thus with clear semantic
interpretation of the high level concepts.
15
16
17
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With respect to data integration from various sources the i2b2
platform18 provides a good basis. With i2b2 all heterogeneous clinical data related to a patient are available at one point and structured
data can be mapped to standardized coding systems. The problem
however is that since i2b2 data is not in RDF format the data cannot be easily combined with knowledge contained in ontologies like
SNOMED CT. Additionally, the i2b2 data schema is too generic to
represent more complex data such as findings descriptions.

5

CONCLUSION

We presented initial work on an OGMS-based Model for Clinical
Information. Extensions will be made as more clinical data becomes
available. Further we need to find a solution for encoding clinical
data at a very granular level in such a way that more detailed clinical questions can be answered. Since omics data is becoming more
important in clinical practice and especially in the context of personalized medicine, we will extend MCI to capture omics data as well.
For this purpose we plan to align MCI to TMO.
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